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FEATURES:
HEART What happens to a damaged  heart; is truly unknown.  Repairing that 
heart, can be even more dangerous.

ASPHALT UNIVERSITY The sequel or prequel to HALLOWEEN HIGH. The 
story continues in the life of Rafael Delgato through his College years. In a time 
where life should be all about enlightenment and enjoyment, we find out, that it 
only gets harder.

SKELETONS;  If you've ever wondered what type of life a person in The Witness 
Protection Program has, and how they can become someone else to survive.  
This is the story that shows you....also in the midst of that person in question; 
being found by those and his former self; he hides from....or so it seems.  Even 
Secrets Have Secrets!

HALLOWEEN HIGH: Is the story of the struggles that many of us know so 
well.....Acceptance, Belief, and Understanding.  Don't be fooled by the title, this is 
one of the few stories ever written, that includes all genres.  All layered together 
to give you the journey of a young man ("RAFAEL DELGATO"); from boy to 
young man.  Set in the Bronx NY and Miami FL...wanting such actors as Salma 
Hayek and Andy Garcia, in the story of Anthony Bless.

DREAMER: The Music Biography of Fred Bowens The story of making 
something of a life after so many mistakes were made in it.  Showing that focus 
and dedication do work in your favor, but only if everyone is in agreeance.  Fred 
has wanted his own entertainment company for some time now.  He's had the 
knowledge...the will, but not the commitments needed from his talent.  This story 
will show what goes own before that favorite rapper,singer, or actor of yours 
makes it.  TO BE SET IN THE RURAL SOUTH....PREFERABLY LOUISIANA.                                            
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{In Negoiations With Darkcide South Entertainment As Of Aug. 09 For Sale Or 
Production!} 

A Problem In Paradise is the story of a young Haitian man trying to make it as a 
musician in Haiti. He has a sister who is successfull in the entertainment industry 
based in Miami. Her success has come with lots of problems. Her parents in Haiti 
send her brother to live with her to further his career as a musician. Their father a 
former rebel, has a haunting past. He has a brother whom lives in Miami, that he 
has kept himself and his family away from, for reasons he has never explained. 
Francoi'(the musician) encounters the Latin community and their ways of living 
upon his arrival. An ole fashion love develops between himself and a latina. The 
story has several twists and turns; it is mainly written to show the struggles 
people from other countries go through to make a better life for themselves and 
their families. It is to be set in Haiti and Miami, and it is primarily a fictional story. 
Story written with ANDRE BERTO(boxer) as Lead, along with JOHNNY HANSU, 
SEAL, LOUI RANKIN, GARCEAU BEAUVE' in mind.

WWW.LUV.COM is a look at a person who becomes addicted to the internet. 
Showing how easily a person can forget their responsibilities, and own well 
being. Such things cause disturbances in a household. Problems arise that 
could've easily been avoided. Stress and depression are brought to light in this 
piece. Once the day that this young man realizes, he is going about things 
wrong. Originally buying a computer for business, but it quickly turned into a 
source of pleasure. Eventually he gets things together and he becomes a better 
person. This will be done in a way like no other, but it's a surprise! Story written 
with TONY ROBERTS as Lead in mind.

THE TWILIFE is a story based from a person's wants and needs; to 
succeed. Many people put so much into a job or an employer, that 
their whole lives revolve around that job, and that employer. So what 
type of person would such one become, if they lost that job? That's 
what happens to: Felecia Wilson, Felix Conway, and Rosinae Mo'Drown. 
Set in Manhattan New York with a much closer look, at how life is 
just a game you play. There's only one way to win; that's succeeding, 
but there are many ways to lose! Story written with NICOLE PARKER, JB 
SMOOVE, CHAIRO or MARIA CONCITA ALONZO, PIERCE BRONSON, and 
CARMEN ELECTRA in mind.

THE REV is a story we all know too well--dirty preachers! A preacher; that gives 
his own words, not those of the Lord. Then a people who learn how to appreciate 
who they are, without someone really telling them how! This is to be set in 
Birmingham, Alabama. Written with DENZEL WASHINGTON or PAUL MOONY to 
play "The REV." and NICK CANNON and ROY JONES as supporting in mind.

ALACRITY SPIRIT/ HEART's SPIRIT is a story created from events of my 
mother's childhood. She grew up in Louisiana during the 40's through the 60's. It 
wasn't as bad as we would think she says, because of one reason. "Black People 
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Stuck Together!" They had to--they had to have as least amount of 
contact with Whites' as possible. That's how they made it through.

THIS CAN EITHER BE A FEATURE OR A MINI-SERIES. I STOPPED AT A 
POINT TO MAKE IT A FEATURE, BUT I CAN EASILY GO ON. Written with: 
ERYKAH BADU to play my mother, TICHINA ARNOLD as my Grandmother, 
along with  GUY TORREY, and JAGGED EDGE in mind.
{IN NEGOTIATIONS WITH CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA FOR PRODUCTION AS OF NOV. 08}

FORNICATION UNDER the CONSENT of KINGS; is just what its 
abbreviation is..... It's the story of a F.U.C.K.! What it will do to you, and what 
it will do for you! Set in Atlanta, GA., it's what happens when you do 
too much of something. Such as: sex, drugs, and deceiving people. It 
changes you, and that's what happens to Caesar Woods.Written with TAYE 
DIGGS as CAESAR WOODS. Along with MONIQUE, ELISE WILLIAMS, REGAN 
GOMEZ-PRESTON, and MICHELE RODRIGUEZ or ROSARIO DAWSON in 
mind.

WHERE WAS DADDY? A tale of the outcome of a person's life; who has grown 
up with their father, and one who hasn't.This feature is to be set 
in NEW ORLEANS LA , during the 70's and 80's with: 
AJ JOHNSON(female), TJ MOWRY, BLAIR UNDERWOOD, TODD BRIDGES, 
and 
MASTER P in mind.

BLACK GLOVEZ is a man's mental and physical battles with himself. He 
witnessed his mother and father be murdered as a child. Which gave him a 
deadly phobia, resulting in horrible nightmares.
To be set in MIAMI and NEW ORLEANS in the mid 90's. Written with MIKE 
TYSON to play the lead. Also CRYSTAL SIERRA, ANDREW "DICE" CLAY, MYA, 
BABY, B'GIZZLE, MAGIC and C-MILLER. 
(Published in Book Form by Dorrance Publishing in 1998)

CHOICES and CHANCES is to be set in Louisiana and Texas in the mid 90's. A 
story of a young man struggling to live a regular life. With no money, and not 
used to having to look for a job. A childhood friend, who has escaped 
the struggles, invites him to come live with himself and his family. 
Written with EDDIE GRIFFITH, SALLI RICHARDSON, NATALIE RAITANO and 
LIL BO P in mind.

SHORTS: 
MARTIAL HARVEST Forced into a choice that was already made.



Fu--k'd Off A risky idea, leads to a deadly end.

The Stranger is the story of 4 orphens.  Two AA males, one AA female, and 
one Caucasian male.  Its not hard to tell, who was outcasted.  That child grew up 
resentfull, and dangerous.  Vowing revenge on his entire adobted family.

The CRACKERJACKMAN is a short set in Baton Rouge, LA.  It's a story of love 
and secrets. What the two create, and what they take away. I would want Jean-
Claude Van Damme to play the lead. 

GENERATIONS is simply a story of a single father; raising his son, and 
a single mother raising her daughter. The things they all go 
through, and how they relate. Also, the strange way that they all 
eventually meet. 

RACE AGAINST TIME is based from an album...."Arkansas Finest" by 
Benito Bagoc'e. A man with an intimidating presence, but is 
intelligent and kind. He has left the rap game alone, to spend more 
time with his family. He works a regular 9 to 5, but is instantly 
forced to rap again. His cousin; who has tried to follow in his 
footsteps by leaving the drug game, is not having the same luck 
finding work. (THE STORY WAS WRITTEN AS STATED, BUT NO ACTION OR CONTACT FROM BENITO) 

PEPPER SEED is based from the album; "Ijuswannarap" by Cutlas.

 It's a story of three young men, coming up under 
the guidance, of one's uncle. One being as level headed as the 
other two, he develops a jealous and envious way of thinking. 
Ultimately having one man killed and the other sent to prison. Upon 
this man's release, he finds that his son has fallen victim to the 
streets. 
(ALSO WRITTEN AS STATED, BUT NO ACTION FROM CUTLAS OR WARREN SUMMERS AS OF YET) 

FRONT PORCH is story of a young producer, who's surrounded by a large 
number of multi-talented people that don't really appreciate their 
gifts. They spend their time: drinking, smoking, clubbing, and 
goofing off. Mainly set under AL's (young producer) "Front Porch"-- 
watching their lives, pass them by. It's a comedy, but a lot edgier 
than it sounds. 

DOCUMENTARIES:

HIP HOP: The Good & The Bad are documentaries on Hip Hop's beginning, to 
present. How it was a form of expression for inner city youth, but changed once 



invaded by corporate America. Also documenting the snakery behind business 
deals and relationships! 

THE DEVIL MADE ME DO IT is on some Real World shit! A camera crew is 
to follow an ex: Con, Racist, Stripper, Terrorist and Gang 
Member--separately--for one day and one night. Showing their 
struggles of trying to live normal lives, while they explain their 
former ones in the process. 

PLAYS:

AIN'T NUTHIN GOIN ON BUT THE RENT:The Struggles of a Virtuous Woman 
is about a young lady raised in the church. Her father and mother were 
both ministers. Her father molested her as a child, which in turn 
gave her a misconception of males. Thinking all they want a female 
for, is their bodies. She lives fast, and it takes the power of God 
to slow her down. Performed at TIMES SQUARE: MAY 8TH, 15TH, and 22ND 
of 2005; in HOUSTON TX. 

Beauty and the Heart, is about a man and woman's love for music, and 
also each other. Finding each other at a time when one's heart is 
growing, and the other's weakening. Together they are destined for 
greatness, but people in one's past, is not willing to let that 
happen. A miss-use of words escalates, causing beautiful minds to be 
destroyed. Love makes for sacrifice--to free one's life!  

REALITY SHOWS: 

MEMORIES  A show to focuses on the great things that happen in a person's life 
at a certain time.

SCOUTS: The Memoirs of a Golddigger A show about women from all the 
major cities; in their quests to catch their ideal man. Having detailed interviews 
and visuals of their tactics and lifestyles. With every airing episode, the locations 
would change.




